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I always have been attracted by fashion, ever since I was little
and I used to dress up with my grandmother's scarfs. The day I
quit the textile design school was the best day of my life because
that was the day I decided to start blogging. Now I try to reach
more domains like beauty and travel, but my main ,every day
post will always be about my personal style and outfit ideas !
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On my blog, I tend to share my personal
thoughts, ideas, outfits, travel
experiences and sometimes lifestyle
choices. I think my blog is far from being
too proffesional. Why? I like connecting
in a colloquial way with my readers.
There is so much more to learn,each day
everyday !
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Travel with me
Passionate by travel, I've already been
in quite a few places like Brazil, the
Dominican Republic, Thailand,
Phillipines, Singapore, Egipt, UAE,
Turkey, Myanmar, Cape Verde and of
course, most of Europe... Italy, Spain,
Austria, Portugal, Romania, Greece,
Bulgary, Germany, etc.
But I'm open on doing new travels,
giving tips on awesome hotels,
landmarks, places to eat, and so on.

The fashion part

Describing my style would be impossible !
I vary from formal to sport, casual to elegant
and punk to retro in a minute. I guess you can
say that I'm a fashion chameleon!
I love jewelry, and have worked with
prestigious brands like Nude Diamond,
clothing items ( my biggest collab was with
Karl Lagerfeld, but also with other known
brands like Very Simple or online stores like
Zalando).
I've been blogging from 2011 and I love what
I'm doing.

Beauty time !

And yes, in my little free time,
I also love doing beauty
tutorials, make-up or hair... I
have an YouTube channel as
well where I post all sorts of
interesting content!
I'm a big fan of make-up and
beauty products in general.

